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The online proofing process
makes it easy to view, share,
and download your images.
Please read these tips for
promptly downloading and
storing your photos - it’s
important to be sure you have
them archived.

A gorgeous piece to showcase the highlights of your
shoot, the Matted Print Box is
custom-made in your choice
of linen with matted prints
nestled inside.

During your online proofing
period, you can order a variety of gift prints and products.
For those nearly perfect
shots, or for group shots that
need headswaps, you may
wish to add retouching.

Custom holiday cards and
birth announcements are
availabe in several beautiful
paperstocks. Order beautiful
products to feature your images on your gallery wall and
throughout your home.
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Learn about commissioning
your family’s reportage style
photography sesssion. With
the ultimate photo package,
The Collector’s Experience,
you get an in-home Personal
Curator appointment before
your photo shoot, plus a stunning matted print box of your
favorite images.

PAGES 4-9

Signature photo shoot
package perfect for families
and newborn sessions, the
Heirloom Suite comes with
the full set of high-res digital
images.

For a classic yet contemporary approach to capturing
your family, choose a session
shot on black and white film.
Package includes scans of all
of your images.
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View package pricing and
a la carte photo options to
enhance your photography
experience.
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commemorates it for your children.

is an incredible tribute to who you are right now, and

Commissioning the story of your family in photos

I love that my son’s memory of it was that he got to climb
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FINE ARTISTRY CAPTURING
YOUR FAMILY IN A MAGICAL LIGHT

Reportage photography
is a visual narrative - a
form of story-telling in
pictures with its roots in
photojournalism.
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trees, have fun, and run around.
-Erin F.

Commission photography
of your family

UNIQUELY YOU

“

“

That was the most relaxed shoot we’ve ever had.

Similarly, editorial
photography aims to
illustrate a story. But it
can be more staged in
order to do - for example,
fashion spreads in

magazines are editorial.
Sarah Sloboda’s unique
blend of reportage and
editorial-style portraiture
brings a sense of story to
each of her photography
sessions.
The subtleties of people’s
personalities, the
enviroment, light, and
motion are all elements
that contribute to her
narrative feel. Her
background in filmmaking enhances her
ability to tell a story
within a frame, as well as
in sequence.

Rather than hold fast to
pre-determined setups,
she relies on
improvizational
techniques to create a
distinctive series of
images. Because of this,
no two sessions are alike.
She invites collaboration
with her clients through
pre-photo shoot
consultations where she
strives to understand the
essence of the client’s
vision. From there, she
embraces spontaneity
and invites all photo
subjects to do the same.
415.745.9271
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“I start with an idea
and see where it
goes. There is magic
both when results
end up exactly
where you expect,
and when they take
you somewhere
completely
different.”

The Collector’s
Experience

The Collector’s
Experience is the
complete fine art
photography
experience to create
beautiful images of your
family, incorporating all
of your aesthetics.

It includes Personal
Curator appointment,
Heirloom Suite photo
shoot package, and
6-Image Matted Print Box.
Prints and wall art (to be
purchased additionally)
will be suggested based
The Collector’s Experience gives you a chance to bring your
vision for a family photo session to life.

CREATIVE STYLE

Sarah Sloboda is an artist full of grace and joy
and effortless inventiveness who will give
you a gift that lasts forever. -D.P. Kelly
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on your desires.
This package takes you
from the process of
envisioning a series of
images for your home, all
the way through to
selecting prints. It’s the
perfect way to plan a
photo shoot that’s
uniquely you.
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Read more about the
Personal Curator
appointment to
understand the process
of envisioning your shoot.
And be sure to check out
the Matted Print Box - it’s
an exquisite piece that will
elevate your family photo
shoot in a way fine art
collectors will appreciate.

Family Style
Many families have
different tastes and
personalities within them.
If it feels daunting to come
up with an aesthetic that
suits you all, a Personal
Curator appointment can
help bring unity to your
vision.
You’ll have the chance to
brainstorm with Sarah on
locations and look at an
array of images together.

Envisioning Your
Photo Shoot
Then you’ll get a
personalized mood board
that shows the overlap in
style, color palette, and
theme.
This sets the tone for your
photo shoot, and helps
make decisions -- from
where to shoot, to what to
wear.

Personal Curator
An in-home consultation in
advance of your photo shoot
gives each person in your
family a chance to voice their
style.

You also get an
assessment of your home
with recommedations for
photo wall art to
enhance your space
and add to your art
collection.
Next step is showing up for
your photo session!
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HEIRLOOM
SUITE
Reportage style photography

“
INCLUSIVE
ALL 60+ IMAGES IN
HIGH-RESOLUTION
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WITH SARAH THE ‘TOGRAPHER?
-Client’s 4-year-old son

captured in high-resolution
color digital.

CAN WE SCHEDULE A PLAY DATE

“

A collection of family portraits and
natural moments.

Sarah Sloboda’s
signature photography
package is the onehour Heirloom Suite.

• Turnaround in 7-10
business days
• Gallery available
online for 1 week
• Download your entire
The session includes
up to 5 people at the
collection in highlocation of your choice. resolution
Editorial-style portraits
• Schedule a phone
and natural candids
print consultation for
will be captured and
deciding on retouching,
presented online in a
private gallery of 60+
gifts, prints, cards, and
images.
wall art

415.745.9271
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03
Legacy
Session

“Sarah’s work is very joyous.”
-Mary Ellen Mark

If you’re eager for a
photo shoot that’s
strikingly original, choose
the Legacy Session to
capture your family on
black & white film.

• Turnaround in 21 business days
• Gallery available online
for 1 week

• Download all the
It’s a one-hour photo
medium-resolution
shoot captured in
beautiful analog, digitized scans for your archive
for your archives.
• Schedule a phone print
consultation to decide on
This photo shoot option
favorite images
includes mediumresolution scans of 3 rolls
of film, approximately 60 • Order wall art, gift prints,
images.
holiday cards, and more

INCLUSIVE
BLACK-AND-WHITE
FILM SCANS

You may also schedule a
consultation to order
unique wall art and gifts.

Our children ask how Sarah’s doing and
enjoy her visits to our house for photo time.
-Valerie G.
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Analog film records differently from digital, and gives your
family photos a timeless quality.

415.745.9271
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The following options are
additional to the Heirloom Suite
Base Price.

2020
pricing

Legacy Session
Add $500*

Add 3 rolls of black
and white film for your
1-hour photo shoot.
60+ scans delivered
via download.

Collector’s Experience
Add $1050*
REPORTAGE PHOTOGRAPHY

CUSTOMIZED WALL ART
CONSULTATION

Heirloom Suite
Base Pricing

Regular Season 2020
$1500*

Includes 1-hour photo
session, online proofing for 1 week, 60+
images in high-res.

To check current availability,
visit sarahsloboda.com and
click on “book now.”

Includes Personal
Curator, Heirloom
Suite, and 6-image
Matted Print Box.

Personal Curator
Add $325*

In-home pre-photo
shoot consultation,
customized mood board
and shoot plan, and
wall art
recommendations.

Matted Print Box of 6
Add $850*

Envision family photography that adds to your art

Your favorite six images
matted gallery-style, and
nestled into a
custom-made 11x14
linen box.

Choose add-ons to create your own unique
photography experience.

Holiday Cards and
Birth Announcements are
available as an add-on.
Starting at $65* for a
set of 25.
An extensive variety of
Wall Art pieces are
available to accentuate
your space. Inquire for a
consultation.

collection with exquisite printed products.
sarah@sarahsloboda.com
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Gift Prints start at $35*
for 5x7.
Retouching starts at
$50* per image.
*Subject to increase without notice.
A paid, confirmed booking locks in
rate. Sales tax not included. Travel
billed additionally. Please specify
your location for a quote.

When your images are
ready, they’ll be
presented in a lovely
online gallery, which you
can view on your
computer or your phone.
The attractive layout will
give you the chance to
view the images without
immediately worrying
about what software
you’ll use to see them.
Within the online gallery,
you’ll find the shopping
cart icon. Click that, and
you’ll see an array of easyto-order prints and gift
products, perfect for desk
prints and items for the
grandparents.
On your desktop,
double-clicking any
image brings up a fullframe view, where you
can see the designated
image file number at the
bottom. This can be a
useful reference point
when ordering prints,
wall art, and retouching.
“In addition to high-quality, professional
results, Sarah offers real warmth and a soothing
presence.
She really listened to what we wanted and
I unreservedly recommend her
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Proofing Process
sarah@sarahsloboda.com
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services. “ -Ivy B.

415.745.9271
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There are many more
beautiful printed products
available than what you
see in the online shopping
cart. Continue reading to
learn more about these
unique options.
You’ll want to be sure to
click the download link,
as well - look for the little
hard drive icon.

IMPORTANT INFO
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
ARCHIVING IMAGES PROMPTLY

DOWNLOADING
IMAGES

Here is a professional guide
to make sure your images are
properly archived.

Archiving Your Photos
It’s very important that you
download and back up your
images right away. They will
be double-archived for 7 days
from delivery to you. After
that, a single archive will be
stored, but there is no
guarantee of image retrieval
after 7 days.
To properly store your images,
follow these steps:
1) Click the link in the proofing
gallery to start the process.
2) You will recieve an email
with a link to initiate the
download, which is good for 7
days, only.
3) Click the link to download
your images onto your
computer. Do not forget to
click this link in 7 days! Mark
your calendar if you get the
email on your phone, so that
you don’t forget to download
them on your computer.

By correctly backing up your images, you’ll
ensure access to them for years to come.
Be sure to store them in two places.

sarah@sarahsloboda.com
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4) Confirm the images have
downloaded. Most of the time,
they will be in the
“Downloads,” folder of your
computer, but it depends on
how you have your computer
set up.

415.745.9271
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5) Manually back up the
images to a second place.
Don’t wait to make the second
backup of your images - do it
immediately after
downloading them. It is
recommended you get an
external hard drive to store
family photos, and to back it
up and replace it every 5-10
years. A second computer or
flash drive will also work.
Compressed and/or
automated cloud storage is
not recommended as a
secondary backup. Dragging
and dropping the entire folder
of full-size, high-res images is
best.
6) Be sure to label the image
folder clearly so you can find
it when you’re looking for
it. Simple names are easy to
remember. Consider using the
the month and year, followed
by a dash and then the
phrase, “family photos.”
Putting the date first allows for
easy numerical sorting.

Image Retrieval Requests
If you can’t find your photos and
would like to request a retrieval
after your 7-day guaranteed
storage period has ended, retrieval
fees start at $100 (refundable if
your images cannot be retrieved).

Each matted print
invites an immersive
experience of holding
and viewing it
individually. You may
choose to display one
or more of the matted
prints on an easel or
frame for a period of
time, and/or keep them
all stored in the box
for viewing with loved
ones and friends.
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The Matted Print Box
The Matted Print Box is
a fine art piece that will
showcase your family’s
images in the style of
a gallery. This stunning
object makes a fine
addition to a coffee
table or bookcase.

An 11x14 box with 6
matted prints comes
with the Collector’s
Experience, and is also
available a la carte.
The Matted Print Box
can be customized with
your choice of fabric or
luxury linen. You may
order imprinting with
your family name, year,
or other personalization. It comes in
different sizes up to
11x14, and with matted
prints in quantities of 6
to 30.

Imagine opening the
box and having the
opportunity to hold
each print in your
hands and spend time
with the moment that
created it. A stylish
approach to
experiencing memories,
the Matted Print Box is
inspired by the days of
analog photography,
when individual prints
were relished as they
came out of the
chemistry in the
darkroom.

The ultimate fine art finish for your favorite images
from your session.

An execeptional way to showcase your
fine art photography experience.

“Sarah captures some of the most beautiful moments
possible. She makes our kids feel comfortable and free to be
themselves through the whole process.” -Karen V.
sarah@sarahsloboda.com
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Tasteful
photography gifts
are always a
welcome treat for
grandparents and
significant others.

In additional to
traditional frame size
prints like 5x7s and
8x10s, available through
the proofing site’s
shopping cart feature,
you are invited to
schedule a phone
consultation where
you can get advice for
gift-giving.

Signature Gifts
The wooden Christmas
tree ornament is a
unique object with the
photograph printed
directly onto a piece of
wood. It makes a sweet
choice for baby’s first
Christmas, or an annual
addition to your family’s
holiday decor.
Another favorite gift
item is the metal desk
print - a 5x7 easel-back
image printed on metal.
This contemporary
object is perfect for the
home or office of the
modern art afficiando.
Gift certificates are
available for when you’d
like to indulge your
partner with a family
photography experience,
or surprise a mom-to-be
with a luxury present.

Gift Prints
& Products
Tangible prints and photo products
bring memories to life. Share the
beauty of your family by creating
unique gifts for the ones you love.
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PERFECTING THE SHOT
HEADSWAPS,
SKIN SMOOTHING & MORE

RETOUCHING
Finishing Touches
While the aim of reportage photography is to
capture genuine moments in time, there are
sometimes small changes that can make a big
difference to overall image appeal. Inquire about
retouching, if you have an almost-favorite shot you
would like to enhance.
Basic retouching includes things like skin
smoothing and eye-brightening, to make sure you
look your best.

When the almost-perfect shot needs a
bit of tweaking, don’t fret.
Custom retouching can create

Many families wish to use an image of everyone
looking at the camera for their holiday card, and
headswaps can be a straightforward way to
achieve this.

amazing results.

Nearly anything is possible with Photoshop, but
strategic use of imagery can streamline the process
and the cost. Be sure to book a consultation to get
the best recommendations.

LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE
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Holiday Cards
& Birth
Announcements
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Photo cards have become
a long-standing American
tradition as a way to
share your family’s joy
with friends and loved
ones across the miles.

“The card quality
was amazing -significantly,
noticeably better
than the other
companies.
And it was so easy
to work with
Sarah! We will be
doing this again
next year.”
Pre-designed 5x7 flat
cards come with an array
of customizations. Choose
from amongst paper
stocks like linen, bamboo,
and watercolor textures.
Select an envelope liner
and/or have your return
address printed.

You also have the option
to hire your own designer
To ensure the highest
to make a one-of-a-kind
image quality, you can
greeting. Self-designed
order your cards directly
cards come in different
through Sarah Sloboda
flat card sizes, and folded
Photography where they’ll cards are also available.
be printed by the same
photo lab that creates all For your convenience,
of her prints.
you may order Birth
Announcements or
Holiday Cards at any time
throughout the year.

sarah@sarahsloboda.com
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“Sarah makes my kids feel as if
they are the only kids in the world.”
-Dan B.

-Amelia M.

Wall Art
Enhance the fine art feel of
your commissioned photos
by incorporting images of
your family into your design
aesthetic.
Metal and canvas prints
make striking additions to
minimalist spaces.
Traditional framed prints
are the timeless choice for
classic and modern
sensibilities alike.
If you’ve never
considered your family
photos as art before, make
sure you request a
consultation to get
suggestions suited to your
taste. And if you already
have a display style you
love, mention it for a
custom quote.

Metal print with wall mount to make it stand out
and cast a distinctive shadow.

415.745.9271
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about

Sarah Sloboda’s unique blend of reportage and editorial-style photography has been
recognized internationally. Her photographs have appeared in publications such as
National Geographic Kids, Prix de la Photographie Paris, The New York Times,
Rangefinder, and Martha Stewart.
sarahsloboda.com • 415.745.9271 • sarah@sarahsloboda.com • social: @sarahsloboda

